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Federal health care bill waiting on Congressional vote

One of the biggest reasons health care reform is being proposed is the exorbitant costs of maintaining Medicare and Medicaid. Both government-operated programs, Medicare and Medicaid, are seen as the driving force behind the passage of the health care legislation.

The bill, which is expected to be passed by the Senate, would allow for significant changes to the current Medicare and Medicaid system. The legislation would provide a new system for paying for medical care that is designed to control costs and improve access to care for seniors and low-income Americans.

However, President Obama has expressed concerns about the bill and has suggested that it may not be ready for passage until the summer. The House of Representatives is expected to vote on the bill later this month, but it is unclear whether the Senate will be able to pass the legislation before the summer recess.

In order to pass the bill, Congress is expected to vote on a number of provisions, including a “public option,” which would allow for the creation of a government-run health insurance plan. The public option is one of the most controversial aspects of the bill, and it is unclear how it will be received by the public and Congress.

Despite the challenges, the legislation is seen as a significant step towards achieving health care reform in the United States. The bill is expected to have a significant impact on the economy, and it is hoped that it will help to improve the health care system and reduce the cost of health care for Americans.

In any event, the passage of the health care bill is expected to be a major milestone in the history of health care reform in the United States. It is hoped that the bill will be a step towards creating a more equitable and accessible health care system for all Americans.

---

*For more information, please visit foxnews.com.*
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The daunting list of rules and regulations has left many Americans wondering whether the bill that's now before the House or America in whole.

To a degree, Obama is correct. "The bill
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The situation is not as straightforward as it seems. I grew up in a Christian home, and my dad was a pastor so I recognized and understood, to a certain extent, the meaning of those circumstances. But I still felt the desire to advance our Christian interests."

Krautter did not expect the administration's decision after reviewing the LUCR's and LUCD's resolutions.\footnote{"[248x1103]Leong said that he had been following the controversy since May.\"} "We're happy with the university's decision."

"I'm impressed with the caliber of students. There's a set of professionals here," he said. "It's definitely worth it. I said straight up to the group: Do something or lose me!"

LUCD is planning several town hall meetings this year. LUCD members are hoping that Delegate Shannon Valentine, who spoke at a town hall meeting, about Deans's but not me, will invoke another trip to Liberty. Krautter said he has asked College Democrats because, "we should be scrutinizing our beliefs and considering all sides. That is why it is important to include both perspectives. I hope students can learn that it's not the right things to have an open mind and look at issues from the other side in a thoughtful and intellectual way."

LUCD wants to break the stereotypes about Christian Democrats. "Many people have a preconceived notion that Democrats get some religion when it comes to religion, and I don't think that's true," Leong said. "There are many voices in the Democratic platform that we as Christians can find agreeable."

Krautter said he was "delighted that both Lesons have revealed a conceptual drawing of the completed crosswalk."

**Welcome back!**

**Enjoy special savings at these locations:**

**20% off any Breakfast Entree 7:00AM-11:00AM Monday through Friday**

Not valid with any other discount or special. Expires 9/1/2009

This coupon is good for $5.00 additional free meal points if you sign up before September 11th for any commuter meal plan. **Not valid with any other discount or special.**

Free upgrade to combo with this coupon. **During the hours of 2:00-5:00pm Mon-Fri.**

(Campus North and DeMois Locations)

Not valid with any other discount or promotion.
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the cap-and-trade system will have some effects on households,” admitted White House Budget Director Peter Orszag, according to Bloomberg.com.

To put it in perspective, cap-and-trade will have “some effects on the companies that provide Americans with electricity,” but “some” does not mean “many.” Indeed, for most Americans, the cost of electricity is not going to change. But apparently $2.6 trillion in a mere eight years will put us on a path to “a more sustainable energy future” in the words of President Barack Obama. As of the morning of June 2, the president had yet to mention “California, Texas, and Florida” in the context of the stimulus bills, the bailouts and all forms of government reform. After all, the stimulus bills, the bailouts and all forms of government reform are a part of the reason that the president’s approval rating is at a new low point in his presidency. Obama is not alone in his political missteps. The president’s political missteps are the result of a broader range of policy decisions and actions. For example, Obama’s attempt to pass health care reform has been met with intense opposition from both sides of the aisle. The president has not been able to unite his party on this issue, and as a result, his approval rating has declined. Obama must convince the moderates and conservatives that he will not raise taxes to pay for health care reform. The real question is how on Earth will he pull it off? Since I don’t believe in magic and I don’t think he has found Lincoln’s gold to pay for health care reform, I’m not sure he will. The president’s political missteps are the result of a broader range of policy decisions and actions. For example, Obama’s attempt to pass health care reform has been met with intense opposition from both sides of the aisle. The president has not been able to unite his party on this issue, and as a result, his approval rating has declined. Obama must convince the moderates and conservatives that he will not raise taxes to pay for health care reform. The real question is how on Earth will he pull it off? Since I don’t believe in magic and I don’t think he has found Lincoln’s gold to pay for health care reform, I’m not sure he will.
Buy a pair of shoes, change a life

Kwaku De-Graft Duncan
Managing Editor

It is hard to speak and not feel deeply affected by the need in this world. Many people are walking barefoot, living in poverty, and in pain. To think that there are people in the United States who do not have shoes on their feet is hard to fathom. Yet, this is a reality that many Americans face.

In 2006, TOMS shoes was conceived as an answer to this predicament. It began when Blake Mycoskie traveled to Argentina and immediately befriended some local children. He was shocked to see that some of the children owned none. He started to think of a way to help these children and solve this problem. He designed a basic, yet unique-looking pair of canvas shoes that would be affordable to manufacture and distribute to these children in need.

TOMS shoes are designed with a special feature: for every pair of shoes purchased, another pair is donated to a child in need. This business model has been a success, and TOMS shoes have been sold in over 30 countries. As of now, TOMS has donated over 300,000 pairs of shoes to children in need.

Kwaku De-Graft Duncan
Managing Editor

It all started on April 16, 2007, with a senseless act of violence in the small town of Blacksburg, Virginia. A young man killed himself and another student in his dorm room. He wrote a rambling, angry message to his friends, teachers, and classmates, stating his不满 with the world and the people around him.

This tragic event happened in the middle of the night, just when everyone was supposed to be sleeping peacefully. It was a shock to the entire campus and the world. People were in shock and disbelief. They couldn't believe that something like this could happen.

In the days and weeks after the shooting, the campus community came together to support one another. They organized events, held vigils, and stood in silence to honor the victims. It was a time of great sorrow and healing.

Virginia Tech: the link between tragedy and mental health cases

Kwaku De-Graft Duncan
Managing Editor

It is certain that Haiyang Zhu had been mentally unstable for a long time. He had been diagnosed with depression and anxiety. He had been prescribed medication, but he did not take them regularly. He was struggling with daily life and the pressures of being a student.

In the days after the shooting, people were confronted with the reality of mental health issues. They were reminded that mental health is important and that people need to take care of themselves.

Kwaku De-Graft Duncan
Managing Editor

TOMS shoes, which range in cost from $44 to $54, are sold online at toms.com. For every pair of shoes purchased, another pair is donated to a child in need. TOMS shoes have given away over 300,000 pairs of shoes to children in need.

Kwaku De-Graft Duncan
Managing Editor

It is hard to believe that something as simple as a pair of shoes can make such a difference. But it is true. Wearing shoes can prevent foot infections, blisters, and other problems that can happen when people walk barefoot.

TOMS shoes are more than just a pair of shoes; they are a symbol of hope and change. By purchasing a pair of TOMS shoes, you are helping to make a difference in the world.

Kwaku De-Graft Duncan
Managing Editor

Contact Kwaku De-Graft Duncan at kduncan2((l>libertyedu.
Liberty University offers veteran-friendly benefits

**Updated August 21, 2009**

**Travis Doucette, a graduate student at Liberty, composed a song two years ago that is now impacting people across the nation.**

The song, "God of the Ages," hit No. 1 on the CCM charts Aug. 15, making it the fastest debut for a Christian song to reach No. 1 in nine years.

Doucette was inspired by the song after being in the presence of God at a Christian retreat in the summer of 2007. He said the song "captured that on this recording... that that beautiful spirit of God, when you sing a song that was dedicated response to the Lord." The song has since been performed at landmarks across the United States and has become an anthem for veterans across the country.

Walter Billingsley is the radio release of "God of the Ages." His sister, Tracy Doucette, the executive director of Red Tie Productions, said it has been the most successful message the group has ever produced.

"It's been one of the most important things we've done in our history," said Doucette.

**Benefits**

- **Service members and their families** can receive information help with their school tuition, housing and fees through the Montgomery GI Bill, according to Provost Bill Foutz. The GI Bill provides an allowance for a percentage of the benefits, according to Doucette.

According to Forth, some veterans have trouble dealing with the readjustment to civilian life. Forth said the GI Bill has provided an opportunity for them to be able to get education.

"The goal of the album is to enhance the worship of people, and Billingsley has now, "God of the Ages," the title track on the CD that was released Aug. 25 by Charles Billingsley, "Thomas Road Baptist Church worship leader. The song recently debuted on Billboards' Christian charts and has been played on radio stations across the country.

"They are our guardian angels," Hogan said. "They are our family and they are our friends."
Lady Flames battle it out at invitational invitational

**SPORTS REPORTER**

The Lady Flames rocked the Vines Center on Saturday afternoon, posting wins against East Tennessee State and Howard before falling to Elon in the championship game on Saturday evening.

It was Liberty junior Karyl Bacon’s 20th birthday and she celebrated Friday night with a 3-0 sweep over East Tennessee State and Howard before falling to Elon in the championship game on Saturday evening.

According to Finder, Bacon’s value to the program is more than her athletic ability. She describes her as a “mini David” because, she’s not big in stature but carries the team emotionally.

Head Coach Danny Rocco said, “When I recruited her, I named her my ‘Little Switzerland’ because she plays like she’s 6 feet tall,” Finder said.

Along with Scripko, Bacon was a lightning bolt for the Flames. Her “above-the-net” play against a good program,” Finder said.

However, there were some things McCarty felt she needed to work on from last week in order to become effective in this weekend’s tournament.

According to Finder, Bacon’s value to the program is more than her athletic ability. She describes her as a “mini David” because she plays like she’s 6 feet tall, Finder said.

**Lady Flames battle it out at invitational**

The Lady Flames entered the AHSAA tournament as the number one team in the state, having swept all six of their regular-season opponents. In the championship game, Senior Chelaine McCarty led the team with 10 kills and 12 assists, while junior Nicki Scripko added 10 kills and 12 assists.

For the Flames, it was a matter of winning the first two sets and then carrying that momentum into the third set. They did that, winning the third set 25-20.

**FOOTBALL B3**

Jake Petersen scores the football team's performance at the WVU game.

**COMMENTARY**

A review of Big South football action and upcoming games.
Loss gives Flames confidence heading into Big South action

**COMMENTARY**

Atax Clcrny

West Virginia Head Coach Bill Stewart wrapped up most of his thoughts on yesterday's game by saying, "We got a win, and that's what it all about", pointing to the struggle that the Mountaineers had with the Cincinnati intensity from the bench. As far as Flames players coach or reflecting on the 32-30 victory at Morgantown, though, there were encouraging words — words that the Liberty faithful probably heard too. The Flames certainly love any meaningful game they win, and that record in an arterial region of years which controversy did not end and there were very few people outside.

Obviously any coach with a record like Danny Rocco doesn't like to lose, but getting into a dog-fight on the road was an accomplishment for the slide and just hitting off hands because last weekend I didn't do a good job of preserving, and we didn't do a good job of pres-

As for the Flames, Rocco is determined to keep them focused on the road. The loss doesn't hurt the Flames, who suffered one of the upper 

Only Elon stood in the Lady Flames' way. A solid effort from the open Saturday afternoon. Elon overcame a double double. William and VMI, ranked up their victims against a single-tailed, wide receiver was a good sign, but it didn't score as much as the Lady Flames. Coach Pinder was on the list of Bacon's absence, turning a 21-21 as I thought she would in this match," McCarty said. It was clear that Bacon's absence of Bacon's absence altered the Flames' perfor-

The momentum of the match charged dramatically after Bacon went down with an injury. AfterSlicking off of 3-0, the Flames went on a 17-0 run to lead 17-3, and then kept pulling away from there. Bacon is a solid defender who is in play mode and was able to set up her side. Bacon came in for her side and was able to set up her side.

For Bacon's absence altered the Flames' performance. Coach Pinder was forced to call on younger, more inexperienced players, and it was a meal for their only four points. Bacon's absence altered the Flames' performance. Coach Pinder was forced to call on younger, more inexperienced players, and it was a meal for their only four points.

A vocalist, the game was not a win-loss game. Furman, whom posted a winning record of 7-5 last year, squeaked out a 14-13 win over VMI, on the other hand, who squeaked out a 14-13 win over Robert Morris, whom went 5-6 last season and in the NEC. Furman, whom posted a winning record of 7-5 last year, squeaked out a 14-13 win over VMI, on the other hand, who squeaked out a 14-13 win over Robert Morris, whom went 5-6 last season and in the NEC.

As a Flames player, coach or reflecting on the 32-20 victory at Morgantown, though, there were encouraging words — words that the Liberty faithful probably heard too. The Flames certainly love any meaningful game they win, and that record in an arterial region of years which controversy did not end and there were very few people outside.
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Despite starting in the hostile confines of Milan Puskar Stadium at West Virginia University on Saturday, the Liberty Flames defense improved after halftime, according to head coach Danny Rocco. His team, collecting 271 total yards and two touchdowns. "We played a lot better in the second half," Rocco said. "That does show character within our program. We had confidence in ourselves, and when we answered scores, that was we answered scores," Coach Rocco said. "That does show character within our program."

"Beecher is a competitor. He took shot after shot, and Mike's a competitor. With this connection answered again with the one-handed grab and 20-yard swing pass for a 27-yard touchdown, which led to many big plays as the secondary unit was beat deep on a few occasions. The Flames defense improved after halftime, according to head coach Danny Rocco. His team, collecting 271 total yards and two touchdowns. "We played a lot better in the second half," Rocco said. "That does show character within our program. We had confidence in ourselves, and when we answered scores, that was we answered scores," Coach Rocco said. "That does show character within our program."
The Flames roll Concord 10-1 in season opener

Jeffrey Scott
Sports Information

The Liberty Flames men's and women's cross country teams both started to look like the 2009 squad off the right foot Friday as they competed at the Virginia Tech Relays in Blacksburg, Va.

The defending Big South Champions started strong when the men's team captured the Big South title after finishing second behind the women's team will look to capture the championship when they competed at the Virginia Tech Relays in Blacksburg, Va., each squad looking to continue their dominating form in the Big South.

The top runners in the women's race were Abby Stull and Catalina Kluh, both of Virginia Tech who were seventh in the Big South top 1500. Stull recorded two goals on the evening as the Flames rolled easily to victory, moving their record to 10-0 on the season.

The Liberty Flames men's and women's cross country teams both started to look like the 2009 squad off the right foot Friday as they competed at the Virginia Tech Relays in Blacksburg, Va.

The defending Big South Champions started strong when the men's team captured the Big South title after finishing second behind the women's team will look to capture the championship when they competed at the Virginia Tech Relays in Blacksburg, Va., each squad looking to continue their dominating form in the Big South.

The top runners in the women's race were Abby Stull and Catalina Kluh, both of Virginia Tech who were seventh in the Big South top 1500. Stull recorded two goals on the evening as the Flames rolled easily to victory, moving their record to 10-0 on the season.

"I was pleased with mostly everyone. I still assessment where everyone is," sophomore Albright said. "We were able to find the back ot the net eight times and ran running a pair of 3.5K legs."

Albright and redshirt freshman Jennifer Klugh finished second behind host Virginia Tech.

"They are really inspiring and the spark that ignites a fire on the field. I am honored to be our guys and still run our initial patterns and concepts of our scheme," Head Coach Jeff Alder said. "Our important meets aren't until October, so it was good to take advantage of the situation.

"It was good for them to get rewarded for their hard work. The men's team remains to have limited. Stomping out of the game, Ricksecker and Albright ran in the men's top two, with a dominating victory, defeating the Concord Mountain Lions, 10-1, at Oshorne Stadium on Sept. 19 in Winston-Salem, N.C. The cross country schedule includes a home meet Oct. 17 and the Big South Championship on Oct. 31, which will also be hosted in Winston-Salem."

Contact Jeffery Scott at jscott@liberty.edu.
CAUTION: Roommates can get on each other's nerves over common cleanliness, among other things.

Dining hall combats unhealthy eating habits

Camille Smith

Liberty will be presenting the Outstanding Parent Award to recognize those parents who have given their child(ren) the support and encouragement needed for success at Liberty. The award is designed to recognize these parents for their overall support and encouragement of their student. The winning student will receive $150 in meal points and must have signed up by Sept. 12. To enter the competition, parents can e-mail essays to dunbar@liberty.edu.

Avoiding unnecessary roommate conflict in the new semester

Camille Smith

Dining hall combats unhealthy eating habits

Camille Smith

The advancement office is encouraging students to submit essays on a variety of topics, including: 'Do you believe your Liberty University education has met your expectations? If not, what are your thoughts?' or 'Have there been any extraordinary events or circumstances affecting your parent(s)?'

Feature Reporter

Camille Smith at csmithb605@liberty.edu.
ULTIMATE FROZIE TOURNAMENT

The "Frozent City Flick" was
this weekend's Ultimate Frisbee
Tournament. For more informa-
tion or information on intercol-
legiate sports visit www.
lehigh.edu/uf/ or call
610-758-3145.

SCARIER:
SNAKES,
SPIDERS
OR CLOWNS?

Discuss as long as you want.
Only U.S. Cellular® has Free Incoming Calls,
Texts and Pix from anyone at any time.
So nearly half the time on the phone is free.

getusc.com

U.S. Cellular
believe in something better